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Supporting Teachers
in Creative Education

Shop, Gallery & Workshop
Centre:
Shop 4, 41 Lexton Road
Box Hill North, Melbourne VIC 3129
Ph: 03 9890 1867
Mon—Wed & Fri: 8.30am—5.00pm
Thurs: 8.30am—6.00pm
Sat: 9.00am—2.00pm

Warehouse & Head Ofﬁce
14-17 Dansu Court,
Hallam, VIC 3803
Ph: 03 9890 1867
Fax: 03 9898 6527
Mon—Fri: 8.30am—5.00pm
Our warehouse and head ofﬁce are located in
Hallam. Our Customer Service Centre is located in
Box Hill North (Melbourne) for direct shopping
and browsing. Unfortunately that facility is not
available at Hallam.

Postal Address:
Zart Art Pty Ltd
PO Box 5246, Hallam VIC 3803
Zart Extra: ISSN 448–8450
Zart Extra is published quarterly by Zart Education, a division of Zart
Art Pty Ltd ABN 24 621 120 321. This publication is mailed prior to the
first week of the term issue date. This newsletter allows art teachers/
co-ordinators to learn about what is happening in art education and
what other art teachers are doing. You will ﬁnd information on new art
techniques and processes, the latest materials and resources on the
market. Please note, all prices quoted are valid for the duration of the
current term only and are subject to change without notice. The insert
of the newsletter provides details of our term's workshops, so teachers
can then contact us and book into the workshop.
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What’s Happening in Term Three
2021 Nurturing Creativity Conference
Zart Education is proud to present the ﬁfth Nurturing Creativity Conference
on 13th & 14th September, 2021. We look forward to welcoming art
educators from across Australia for this online event held over two days. This
year, we celebrate Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander art. The conference
will be headlined by two internationally acclaimed artists/keynote speakers:
Yorta Yorta, Wamba Wamba, Mutti Mutti and Boonwurrung artist Maree
Clarke and Kuku Yalandji, Waanji, Yidinji and Gugu Yimithirr artist Vernon
Ah Kee. On top of this, we have a fantastic line-up of distinguished First
Nations artists, educators and thought leaders for our break away workshop
sessions and end of day reﬂections. See our website for more information.

Christmas Catalogue
The Zart 2021 Christmas Catalogue – celebratingg
contemporary Australian pattern and design –
has now been released. Bumper-packed with
festive ideas, activities and products, it’s your
must-have classroom resource for end of year
celebrations! Included are over 100 new products;
s;
Australian, traditional and STEAM activities; and
project starters designed to inspire and engage
your students! Plus, we’ve included a range of
value bundles and specials to help you save
money and expand on your budget. Please
contact us for additional copies, or you can
view the Christmas Catalogue on our website.

NCC 2021 logo design by
Ooen-s’tae McDonald,
student from Worawa
Aboriginal College, VIC

CHRISTMAS
CATALOGUE 2021

OUT NOW!

Zart Annual Warehouse
Clearance Sale
Get ready for our Annual Warehouse Clearance Sale! There’s
massive discounts on run-outs, overstocks, end of line, sample
and damaged stock! Plus, receive 20% off storewide (except books).
Come early so you don’t miss out! Our 2021 Annual Warehouse
Clearance Sale will be held on Thursday 30th September 8.30am6pm, and Friday 1st October 8.30am-5pm at our Customer Service
Centre, Box Hill North, Victoria. EFTPOS or PO only.

ﬁrst nations art trams

Images courtesy of First Nations Art Trams

First Peoples Designed Art Trams
For the ﬁrst time, the Melbourne Art
Tram program is amplifying the
diverse creative cultural practice of
city and regional artists, with a suite
of First Peoples-designed trams.
Melbourne is a city built on the lands of the
Kulin Nation peoples; Traditional Owners who
continue to maintain deep connections to their
country, kin and waterways that have existed
for tens of thousands of years. Along with
Victorian Traditional Owners, the place now
known as Melbourne is home to many First
Peoples from across the country.
Ancient waterways continue to ﬂow beneath
the concrete foundations of a constantly
transforming city. Old gums, scarred with the

lines of canoes, stand tall alongside towering
skyscrapers. Freshwater and saltwater meet in
estuaries, brought together by the turning
moon’s tides.
In 2021, we celebrate six First Peoples artists
from the city to the regions. Each artist will be
responsible for the transformation of a
Melbourne tram, which will make its way
through the city daily.
The six selected artworks speak to diverse
themes – ranging from environmental ecologies
and caring for Country to personal stories of
journeying and family – and reﬂect on the
history and cultural heritage of First Peoples in
the landscape. As a collective of moving
artworks, all six share with us the strength and
beauty of creative cultural expression and the

interwoven connections and continuous
cultures of First Peoples in Victoria.
Melbourne Art Trams are presented with PTV
and Creative Victoria and supported by Yarra
Trams.
Participating artists: Deanne Gilson
(Wadawurrung), Thomas Marks (Wotjobaluk
and Gunaikurnai), Aunty Rochelle Patten (Yorta
Yorta, Dhudhuroa and WembaWemba), Jarra
Karalinar Steel (Boonwurrung and
WembaWemba), Ray Thomas (Brabrawooloong
Gunnai), Aunty Zeta Thomson (Wurundjeri and
Yorta Yorta).

Curated by Kimberley Moulton
(Yorta Yorta)
FIRST PEOPLES ART MELBOURNE ART TRAMS 2021 IN
PARTNERSHIP WITH PUBLIC TRANSPORT VICTORIA
AND CREATIVE VICTORIA.
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nurturing creativity

Images courtesy of Worawa Aboriginal College, Healesville

VCAL students (LtoR): Ooen-s'tae McDonald (logo designer),
Indiana Brown & Miranda Rose.

NCC 2021 logo design by
Ooen-s’tae McDonald,
student from Worawa
Aboriginal College, VIC

Zart 2021 Conference Logo Design Challenge
Worawa Aboriginal College in Healesville, Victoria, provides a holistic
education and boarding experience for young Aboriginal women in the
middle years of schooling (years 7-12) who come from Aboriginal
communities in urban, regional and remote Australia.
This year, VCAL students at Worawa have begun
to explore the design process as part of their
Visual/Media Arts program. During term one,
the girls were asked to produce a series of ideas
to produce a ‘special edition’ Nurturing
Creativity Conference logo for Zart. Their brief
was to create a simple symbol which
represented creative growth, inspiration,
awakening and learning. They were also given
freedom to choose a colour range which
reﬂected a feel of happiness, energy and
optimism.
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The girls were asked to include imagery,
lines, shapes and patterns sourced from their
own communities that were culturally
appropriate to use, resulting in diverse visual
styles and imagery. Design process steps were
taken to investigate design options and trail
techniques such as linocuts, watercolour
painting and paper stylisation were employed.
Once ﬁnal presentations were produced,
VCAL student Ooen-s’tae McDonald’s logo
design was chosen and presented to Zart.
Ooen-s’tae’s ideas have reﬂected her

community around Halls Creek in Western
Australia. She selected the image of a Boab
tree, often found in the Kimberley, and the
surrounding patterns using cultural line and
shapes. The tree’s trunk is large and grounded
in country with branches extending outward,
demonstrating growth from her learning
journey.
Worawa is currently developing a new media
centre to expand visual knowledge and
reference the skills already practised in the
artroom. This opportunity will allow students
to continue telling stories and reﬂect culture
through a variety of digital platforms.

Article by Janinka Eva
VISUAL ART AND MEDIA TEACHER
WORAWA ABORIGINAL COLLEGE.

ntap roundup

WINNER | Roxanne Lillis
Phoenix Rising #3
Acrylic on Canvas 126 x 152 x 2 cm
Mount Carmel Catholic College,
Varroville NSW
RUNNER UP | Jan Liesﬁeld
The Crow Tree
Mooroolbark East Primary School,
Mooroolbark VIC
PEOPLE'S CHOICE | Dennis Lee
Nurture, Belief, Hope
Marist College, Eastwood NSW
QUEENSLAND | Andrew Peachey
Frozen in Time 1
Redlands College, Wellington Point
NEW SOUTH WALES | Kate Stehr
The Brush
Kiama High School, Kiama
VICTORIA | Jan Liesﬁeld
The Crow Tree
Mooroolbark East Primary School,
Mooroolbark
TASMANIA | Romany Best
Red Dress
Hobart College, Mount Nelson
SOUTH AUSTRALIA |
Melanie Crawford (Higgins)
Meraki
Immanuel College, Novar Gardens
WESTERN AUSTRALIA | P.James Bryans
50
Melville Senior High School, Melville
NORTHERN TERRITORY / AUSTRALIAN
CAPITAL TERRITORY | Korin Lesh
All That is Solid Melts into Air
Millner Primary Art Educators of the NT,
Darwin

Miss the Show?
Scan the QR code to view
our virtual 3D gallery

NTAP Finalist Exhibition Roundup
The inaugural National TeacherArtist Prize 2021 Finalist Exhibition
was held at The Lennox Gallery in
Richmond, Victoria.
The ﬁrst of its kind, the Prize assesses 2D and
3D artworks by Australian primary and
secondary school educators, with the goal of
encouraging, recognising and celebrating visual
arts in Australian education. This year’s
exhibition showcased 50 shortlisted artworks
that were selected from 760 submissions from
around the country.
Zart believes that supporting the
professional growth of art teachers can enrich
the learning environments as a whole, making
art education the best it can be. The Prize is an
attempt to reward the hard work and boundless
talent that goes into art education in Australia.
This year’s guest judges included two
esteemed ﬁgures from the art world. Del
Kathryn Barton is an acclaimed Australian artist
with works appearing around the world, from
the Art Gallery of New South Wales in Sydney to
the Tiroche deLeon Collection in Tel Aviv.
Dr Henry Ward is a London-based artist,
writer, curator and educator, and currently
serves as Creative Director of the Freelands
Foundation. Ward has written and lectured

widely on the arts and art education, and works
across a range of artistic mediums, including
painting, drawing, sculpture, photography and
collage.
This year’s top prize (an individual cash
award of $10,000 plus an additional $10,000
worth of art materials provided by Zart for the
winner's school) went to Roxanne Lillis from
Mount Carmel Catholic College, Varroville NSW,
for her work, ‘Phoenix Rising #3’. This work is
one of a series of paintings Roxanne produced
in response to losing “everything she owned” in
2019 bushﬁres, as Judge Barton noted.
Barton continued: "Roxanne Lillis’s “Phoenix
Rising #3” is a powerful, dynamic painting, the
pictorial space resolved by both kinetic mark
making and conﬁdent colour-blocking. Bravo to
a very worthy winner!"
“We were absolutely delighted with the
response to the prize, receiving an overwhelming
amount of entries. The prize was initiated by Zart
to celebrate, encourage and recognise the art
practice of Australian school teachers. The
support from the art teaching community in its
ﬁrst year has been truly inspiring. The 2022 NTAP
Prize is going to be huge.”

Nic Plowman
ZART EDUCATION MANAGER

Entries for the 2022 National Teacher Artist Prize open October 1st 2021
Zart Extra Term 3 2021 5

artist q & a

Images courtesy of Nicholas Smith Gallery

Work with Thea at this year’s
Nurturing Creativity Conference
when she presents her breakaway
workshop, Painting Portraits!

Artist Q & A with Thea Perkins
Thea Anamara Perkins
b. 1992, Gadigal Country
(Sydney) lives and works on
Gadigal Country (Sydney) in
Arrernte and Kalkadoon
language groups.
Thea Anamara Perkins is an Arrernte and
Kalkadoon artist whose practice
incorporates portraiture and landscape to
depict authentic representations of First
Nations peoples and Country. With a
delicate hand, Thea answers heavy
questions about what it means to be
Indigenous in contemporary Australia
and how Aboriginal people can and
should be portrayed.
She has won the prestigious Alice Prize
and the Dreaming Award for Emerging
Artists and been a ﬁnalist in many other
distinguished art prizes including the
Telstra National Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Art Awards, the Brett
Whiteley Travelling Art Scholarship and,
twice, in the Archibald Prize.
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Our Zart Education Manager caught up with Thea for a quick Q & A.
What did art mean to you as a child/young person?
I was drawn to art as a conduit for beauty, nostalgia, joy and
pathos. It was a brilliant way of distilling abstract ideas and
– most importantly – communicating them in a way that could
really change someone’s mind. I was also fascinated by the
impulse to make an artwork.
Did art help you with a sense of identity/purpose?
As a First Nations person, and a very sensitive person, it was very
important to be able to communicate issues close to me. It gave
me voice.
Did you have a particular teacher or a “teacher moment” that
encouraged you as an artist?
I was very fortunate to have fantastic art teachers throughout
school, so it would be hard to name a particular teacher or
moment. They really pushed me to hone my skills, learn to write
about art, and to think deeply about theory. I was a regular in
the artrooms even during breaks, and if something difﬁcult
happened, I always knew I could go to the art staff room for a
cup of tea.

Nic Plowman
(ZART EDUCATION)
IN CONVERSATION WITH THEA PERKINS

Recent solo show:
Shimmer at Nicholas Smith Gallery
8th June – 3rd July | 6 Napier Street,
Gadigal Country / Paddington, NSW.
www.nsmithgallery.com
Shimmer seeks to explore the
contemporary experience of being
a First Nations person. The title is
inspired by a public Arrernte
women’s ceremony shared by our
very senior knowledge-holder MK
Turner OAM. The lyrics are,
'Altyerre ayenge alhelharrkeparrkaye' which translates to, 'I am
a woman and I am shimmering.'
Not only is it a powerful, joyful
assertion of our matriarchy and
our Altyere (dreaming), but it also
connotes spiritual power, an
inherent energy. Like shimmering
light, it is a contiguity that is
ever-present, infusing memory
and even paint.

student resource

Images courtesy of Deadly Story

Student Resource: Deadly Story
For every Aboriginal & Torres Strait
Islander child that is in out-ofhome care in Victoria, a Cultural
Plan needs to be created.
A Cultural Plan acts as a guide to help a young
person sustain his or her connection to culture
and community. It is that connection to culture,
Country and community that allows that young
person to grow strong in their own identity. This is
the primary driving force behind the creation of
Deadly Story, a website that brings together
information about Aboriginal culture, community
and history into one culturally safe space. Deadly

Story features a variety of practical resources,
including a services directory that lists all the
Aboriginal-speciﬁc services around Victoria; a
community events calendar that has a collection
of community and youth-orientated events for all
to get involved with; a history timeline, which
chronicles some of the key events that have
shaped our communities; a ‘life & lore’ section,
which explores speciﬁc aspects of how Aboriginal
communities practise their cultures; and articles
and ‘my story’ pieces, which contain
conversations with community leaders across a
variety of different ﬁelds, where they share their
experiences in how they came to grow through

their connections to culture. As we come to learn
more about the truth surrounding our nation's
colonial history and the healing that's needed
within our First Nations communities, it's
important we rediscover the cultural practices
that have served this land for millennia. This is
what Deadly Story is all about – a space to
reconnect with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
cultures from a strengths-based perspective.

From the Deadly Story Team
www.deadlystory.com
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student gallery

Student Gallery – Exhibiting Term Three
Exhibition Closes 4th September 2021
Camberwell Grammar School, Canterbury

Boroondara Park Primary School,
North Balwyn, Wurundjeri Country, VIC.
Yolo People – Inspired by Pamela Irving • Year 3 & 4
Camberwell Grammar, Junior School,
Canterbury, Wurundjeri Country, VIC.
Clowning Around • Year 1
Fleetwood Primary School, Narre Warren,
Boon Wurrung/Bunurong Country, VIC
Refugee Story Book – Video • Year 3 & 4

Good Shepherd Primary School, Croydon Hills

Good Shepherd Lutheran Primary School,
Croydon Hills, Wurundjeri Country, VIC.
Glamingos – Glamorous Flamingos • Year 1
Portraits of Our Mums • Year 3 & 4
Meet the Masters • Year 6
Immanuel Primary School, Novar Gardens,
Kaurna Country, S.A.
Colours of Sydney – Inspired by Ken Done • Year 3
Mulwala Public School – Bpangerang Country,
N.S.W.
Birdlife • Kindergarten & Year 1
Australian Indigenous Artists – Karla Dickens &
Con Colleano Collage • Year 3 & 5
Oxley Christian College, Chirnside Park,
Wurundjeri Country, VIC.

Zart is proud to announce that the Zart
Student Gallery has ofﬁcially reopened for
term three, 2021.
A little thing called COVID-19 got in our way
and our Student Gallery was put on hold.
But we are now up and running once again.
A big thank you to the educators and
students who have come together to
submit a series of artworks.
Remember, we are always looking for
artworks and expressions of interest from
primary and secondary art teachers in
Melbourne, country Victoria and
interstate for term four and 2022.
For more information or to download a
submission form, visit www.zartart.com.au
and go to Student Gallery under the
education menu. Alternatively, email Tania
at tdiberardino@zartart.com.au.
The Zart Student Gallery is located
upstairs at our Customer Retail Centre
and is open to the public.

Indigenous Australian Collage • Year 3 & 4

Woodleigh School – Minimbah Campus,
Frankston, Boon Wurrung /Bunurong Country, VIC.
Australian Animal/Spiritual Totem • Year 3 & 4

Woodleigh School,
Langwarrin South

Good Shepherd Primary
School, Croydon Hills

St Fidelis Catholic Primary School, Coburg,
Wurundjeri Country, VIC.
Scribbling Art • Foundation
The Vanishing Point • Year 3 & 4

At the Zart Student Gallery this term, we will also have a selection of ﬁnalists' artworks from the 2020 National Student Art Prize – Home is where the ART is.
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St Fidelis Catholic Primary School, Coburg

Oxley Christian College, Chirnside Park

Good Shepherd Primary
School, Croydon Hills

new products

Zart School Australian Colours
Zart is proud to introduce
Australian Colours that celebrate
our unique environment, country,
outback, urban landscape and
lifestyle! This exciting new range
of student acrylic colours are
highly pigmented, clean and
washable! Vibrant, saturated and
playful, Zart School Australian
Colours is non-toxic, offer a

matte
ﬁnish and will go on most
m
porous
surfaces. Celebrate
p
Australia
with these gorgeous and
A
d
pre-mixed
contemporary colours!!
p
These colourway sets include
six
s custom and stylish colours –
all
a in handy 500mL bottles. Great
for
f classroom, themed lessons
and
a portable art programs. They

NEW

can also complement and add
freshness
and fun to your existing
f
School Colours Paint collection.
NB: Wear protective clothing as
some colours may stain. Wash up
wet
w brushes and equipment with
cold soapy water.
INTRODUCTORY
SPECIAL PRICE!

NEW

Zart School Australian Colours
– Coastal Set

Zart School Australian Colours
– Southern Land Set

Zart School Australian Colours
– Summer Set

Colours include: Bass, Haze, Portsea, Reef, Sapphire
Coast and Bondi.

Colours include: Banksia, Scrub, Echidna, Dune, Bull
Dust and Blue Gum.

Colours include: Summer Sky, Lagoon, Sorbet, Berry,
Summer Spice and Light Lime.

500mL x 6 assorted colours
INTRO PRICE Set of 6

PT211-CO

$49.95 $34.95

500mL x 6 assorted colours
INTRO PRICE Set of 6

PT211-SL

$49.95 $34.95

500mL x 6 assorted colours
INTRO PRICE Set of 6

PT211-SU

$49.95 $34.95
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new products

NEW

NEW
Crayola Colours of the World

NEW SMALLER
HANDY SIZE!

Supertac Glue – 45mL

AA006

45mL
NEW Each

$3.95

NEW

CR503
3

Crayons
NEW Pkt of 24
Markers
NEW Pkt of 24

$3.500
PM809
9

$18.95

Surfboard with Stand
– Large

NEW

Made from FSC plywood. A novel canvas
and wonderful starting point for your next
class painting, keepsake or fundraising
project. Surfboard can be displayed
upright or horizontally on the included
stand. Paint, collage or draw onto.
WP066

52cm
NEW Each
BULK BUY 20 or more

$19.95

Each

$17.95

NEW

NEW

Lockable
steel
casters!

Artist
A
ti t SSpectrum
t
Synthetic
S th ti Pad (Yupo)
– Black

Art & Craft Trolley
Made from steel with durable casters, this
hi trolley
ll iis
sturdy, highly mobile and can be wheeled to where it
is most accessible. Store and access all your essential
art and craft materials such as paints, brushes,
drawing materials, scissors, glue sticks and A4 sized
paper. Great for transporting and handing out
materials to students in the classroom or use as a
mobile art materials caddy while working. Comes
ﬂat packed with everything you need and assembles
easily. Shelves are 12cm deep and will hold large
bottles of paint and brushes upright in holders with
ease. Comes with three shelves, lockable casters and
a sturdy push handle.

35 x 45 x 78cm
NEW Each
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TQ741

$95.00

Shintaro USB Stick 16GB
Perfect for storing all your important
documents on the go. The generous 16GB of
space is more than enough for student and
teacher artwork, essays, class assignments
and ofﬁce documents. Also great for
backing up artworks and photos for safe
keeping, and it makes sending images and
documents in the mail affordable. Similarly
great for submitting work in the classroom.
Fit over 6000 images (based on average
2.6mb JPEG ﬁle).

16gb
NEW Each

USB02

$9.95

The ultra-smooth, non-absorbent substrate is perfect for
blending pearl, metallic, glitter and opaque alcohol inks.
Unlike other black synthetic papers, the A/S Synthetic Pad is
solid black and does not show a white edge. The non-porous
surface is smooth on one side and has a toothed texture on
the other. Fantastic for opaque ink, paint pouring and Posca
markers. For an interesting ground, draw on the textured side
with oil pastels, Glasochrom pencils or blacklead pencil. Made
from polypropylene, pH Neutral.
230GSM

A4
NEW Pkt of 10
A3
NEW Pkt of 10

PA765

$21.95
PA766

$41.95

prices do not include gst • prices are valid until september 17th 2021

A thicker, stronger and faster drying alternative to
PVA glue. Its thick, non-drip formula makes sticking
a variety of materials a breeze! Perfect in the
artroom for quick drying times between lessons
and great for home projects where PVA won't do.
Supertac Glue 45mL is great for general gluing and
construction! Suitable for ages 3+. Vegan.

Specially formulated colours representing
people of the world. The subtle shades are
formulated to better represent the growing
diversity of the world. Colour shade groups
include: almond, golden and rose with
darker and lighter shades in between. Great
for portrait, landscape and architectural
drawing, decorative lettering and general
colouring in. Non-toxic and washable.
ASSORTED COLOURS

new products

NEW

NEW

prices do not include gst • prices are valid until september 17th 2021

Leonardo's Art Workshop
Empowered Embroidery
Amy L. Frazer
Empowered Embroidery makes it easy to learn to embroider iconic women. With
simple sketching instructions, an overview of embroidery basics, step-by-step
stitching projects and portraits of strong women, this book will appeal to artists,
crafters, stitchers and more.
BK169

128pp
NEW Each

$25.45

NEW

Amy Leidtke
Leonardo da Vinci had an insatiable curiosity about the world, the ability to
design technologies, and an eye and hand to put his observations on paper.
These STEAM skills are vital for today's students and tomorrow's innovators. In
Leonardo's Art Workshop students will delve into subjects including art, science,
nature and invention by following Leonardo's approach of experimentation,
project creation and exploration into how science, art and nature interact. For
Leonardo – as with STEAM – it's all connected.
BK247

144pp
NEW Each

NEW

$27.26

NEW

NEW

Oh My
M Gouache!
G
h !
Zoe Ingram
Oh My Gouache! is a comprehensive
beginner's guide to the wonderful
world of painting with gouache.
Author Zoe Ingram shares her wealth
of knowledge about getting started
with gouache painting. Why gouache?
Because this exciting paint medium
can create amazing opaque graphic
effects that are more vibrant than
traditional watercolours. You can layer
it, paint on dark backgrounds, rework
and much more. Ingram's distinctive
art style makes this book a visual treat
as she shows you how to paint a
variety of subjects, from birds and
bugs to ﬂowers, foliage, abstract
collages, hand lettering and patterns.

128pp
NEW Each

BK959

$40.90

The Art in Country:
A Treasury for Children

Welcome to Country:
Youth Edition

Loving Country

Marcia Langton
Written by Professor Marcia Langton,
one of Australia's most prominent
Indigenous voices. Welcome to
Country: Youth Edition is essential
reading for every young Australian.
The chapters cover prehistory,
post-colonial history, language,
kinship, knowledge, art, performance,
storytelling, Native Title, the Stolen
Generations, making a rightful place
for First Australians and the future for
Indigenous Australia.

Bruce Pascoe and Vicky Shukuroglou
Loving Country is a powerful and
essential guidebook that offers a
new way to travel and discover
Australia through an Indigenous
narrative. In this beautifully
designed and photographed edition,
co-authors Bruce Pascoe and Vicky
Shukuroglou show travellers how to
see the country as herself, to know
her whole and old story, and to ﬁnd
the way to fall in love with her, our
home.

224pp
NEW Each

BK956

$27.26

328pp
NEW Each

BK957

$40.91

Bronwyn Bancroft
In this magniﬁcent celebration of
country, Bronwyn Bancroft uses
colours, shapes, patterns and words
to explore the awe-inspiring beauty of
the Australian continent, and to
express the depth of her feelings for
it. The Art in Country: A Treasury for
Children is an essential addition to
any young Australian's library, and a
perfect introduction to the many
wonders that this country has to
offer. This is a treasury to be
cherished by all who love this land.

112pp
NEW Each

BK958

$27.26
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CLEARANCE SALE!
Don’t miss Zart’s
BIG annual
in-store event!
• 100's of products reduced to clear
• Plus in-store specials for two days only
• Plus 20% OFF storewide (except books)

Thursday 30th September
8.30am—6.00pm

Friday 1st October 2021
8.30am—5.00pm
Zart Shop & Customer Service Centre:
4/41 Lexton Road, Box Hill North

Open to the public • EFTPOS or Purchase Orders only

Follow us on Facebook to ﬁnd out more closer to the date!

